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Abstract. Business processes are widely used to capture how a service is real-
ized or a product is delivered by a set of combined tasks. It is a recommended
practice to implement a business goal through a single business process; in many
cases, however, this is impossible or it is not efficient. The choice is, then, to split
the process into a number of interacting processes. In order to realize this kind of
solution, the business goal is broken up and distributed through many “actors”,
who will depend on one another in carrying out their tasks. We explain, in this
work, some weaknesses that emerge in this picture, and also how they would
be overcome by introducing an explicit representation of responsibilities and ac-
countabilities. We rely, as a running example, on the Hiring Process as described
by Silver in [13].
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1 Introduction

Most of the methodologies for the design and development of complex distributed sys-
tems turn around the notion of goal as a way to specify the functional behavior of the
system under development. In the agent-oriented programming, for instance, the Gaia
methodology [20] is specifically concerned with how a society of agents cooperate to
realize the system-level goals.

The notion of goal is also relevant in the specification of business processes. Specif-
ically, a business process can be defined as “a set of activities that are performed in
coordination in an organizational and technical environment. These activities jointly
realize a business goal.” [19] As a general practice, it is desirable to design an end-to-
end process [13]: a single process is triggered by a specific request and ends up with
a proper answer for that request (e.g., a service or a product). In other words, since
the Business Process Modeling and Notation (BPMN) is one of the most widely used
languages for modeling business processes, the description of how satisfying a business
request should be encompassed within a single BPMN process, whenever possible, so
that any instance of such a process would be a specific case.

Sometimes, however, such a practice cannot be implemented, for instance because
the activity instances are not aligned across the whole end-to-end process. To cope
with this problem, the engineer cannot but resort to model the end-to-end process as
multiple BPMN processes, realizing in this way the one-to-many coordination pattern



[13, 10]. In the one-to-many pattern, the designer must model a number of independent
BPMN processes that interact with each other either by exchanging messages, or by
means of a synchronized access to a shared data storage. Since these processes are
independent, each of them has its own start and end events, however, none of them
alone can bring about the business goal. Such a goal, in fact, is only achieved when
all the processes are considered as a whole. This represents a first pitfall of the one-to-
many pattern because the business goal is no longer explicitly represented by a single
BPMN process. Moreover, interactions among the processes may be only indirectly
represented – as synchronized accesses to data storages. As a consequence, the BPMN
models lose part of their descriptive power because relevant coordination aspects are
actually missing. Thus, an engineer has to deal with several processes at design time,
but she has not adequate abstractions to model, and check, how these processes will
actually interact.

We deem that providing an engineer with explicit abstractions for capturing in-
teractions at the level of goals is essential for the realization of complex distributed
systems, and in particular, systems where multiple, concurrent business processes in-
teract with each other to achieve a business goal. To support the achievement of goals
in a distributed way, we resort to notions that underlie human coordination, namely,
accountability and responsibility. The two terms are strictly related, and often used in-
terchangeably in the literature, but in our perspective they assume distinct meaning and
purpose. For instance, in [11] responsibilities are seen as charges assigned to some ac-
tor. Being responsible for a task, however, does not necessarily mean to directly carry
out the very same task. A task, in fact, can be decomposed into subtasks, each of which
is then under the responsibility of a different actor. Here comes into play the notion
of accountability that is broadly defined as: the obligation to give account to someone
else under the threat of sanction(s) [8, 14, 5]. In other works, e.g. [6], accountability is a
directed relationship between two principals, which reflects the legitimate expectations
the second principal has of the first about the achievement of a condition. Moreover,
thanks to the inherent expectations created by an accountability relationship, account-
ability is seen as a major driving force of individuals when it comes to decide about
their own behavior [1]. In our perspective, see the information model described in [3],
accountability is characterized by two fundamental facets. First, as already noted, the
legitimate expectation that an actor has on the behavior of another actor. Second, the
control over the condition for which one is held accountable. The intuitive meaning,
here, is that an actor declares (or accepts) to be accountable for a given condition when
it has the capabilities for bringing about the condition on its own, or when it can rely
on the accountability relationships provided by other actors. In both cases the actor has
control over the condition –direct in the former case, indirect in the latter. In fact, an ac-
tor that can hold another to account exerts a form of authority having the right of asking
the second actor an account of its actions about a condition of interest. Accountability,
thus, plays a twofold role. On the one side, it is the instrument through which respon-
sibilities are discharged [11]. On the other side, it is the trigger that makes interactions
progress as agents tend to discharge their duties lest being sanctioned.

In this paper, we first point out some modeling issues related to the one-to-many pat-
tern for coordinating independent business processes (Section 2). We then describe our
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Fig. 1. The Hiring Process example: ineffective solution.

proposal (Section 3), and argue how responsibility and accountability can be accommo-
dated in the context of business processes to keep an explicit trace of (1) how a business
goal is distributed over concurrent processes, each responsible for a specific portion
of the goal, and (2) how the coordination among these processes is represented via
accountability relationships. Having an explicit model of goal distribution has several
beneficial consequences. First of all, it becomes clear what is the (sub)goal carried out
by each business process and how this is functional for the achievement of the overall
goal. Moreover, having a formal model, the engineer can verify whether the processes
she has designed actually achieve the overall goal, and hence detect in advance flaws.
In particular, we will show (Section 4) that thanks to the recursive feature of control
associated with accountability, an engineer can establish whether each process is prop-
erly supported by the others, and what is potentially missing. Finally, we show how,
driven by the goal distribution model, the interaction among the processes can be im-
plemented as commitment-based protocols, provided that some specific conditions on
the creation and shape of commitments are respected (Section 5). Finally, we conclude
with a comparison between our proposal and novel approaches to modeling business
process choreographies (Section 6).

2 Challenges in Business Goal Distribution

To understand the issues hidden in the one-to-many pattern, we shortly recall how Sil-
ver [13] illustrates this problem by means of the Hiring Process example. Suppose a
case consisting of one open job position; the goal is to hire a new employee for that
job. Many candidates will likely apply. As long as the position remains open, each in-
terested candidate walks through an evaluation process, that may take some time to be
completed. When a candidate is deemed apt for the position, the job is assigned and the
position is closed.

Silver explains how such a procedure cannot be modeled as a single BPMN process
since, inherently, the activities managing the candidates (e.g., accepting and processing
their applications), have a different multiplicity than the activity managing the position,
which is only one. A first intuitive solution is showed in Figure 1 where the multiplic-
ity of the candidates is dealt with by means of an iterative task (i.e., Receive and
Screen) and a parallel task (i.e., Interview). Although this solution is formally
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Fig. 2. The Hiring Process example: correct solution.

correct, it does not meet the goal. Indeed, the goal of the hirer is to assign the posi-
tion as soon as an adequate candidate is found. The process in Figure 1, instead, awaits
to collect a certain number of applications, and then starts the interviews (in parallel).
A first weakness of the process is that the hirer has to set the number of applications
she is willing to wait before staring the interviews. Once this number is reached, it is
not possible to accept other applications. Thus, it may be the case that the position re-
mains unfilled because none of the interviews were satisfactory and no new application
is admissible. Moreover, the hirer moves to step Make Offer only after having inter-
viewed all the candidates. This process, thus, does not represent the intended goal since
an offer is not made as soon as a good candidate is found.

In order to deal with many candidates for a single job, so as to meet the goal, Sil-
ver suggests the adoption of two distinct BPMN processes, that, although potentially
performed by the same people, are formally represented in two separate pools since in-
dependent processes. These two processes are: the Hiring Process, that manages the job
position by opening and assigning it, and the Evaluate Candidate process, which ex-
amines one candidate. The two processes are represented in independent pools because
their respective instances do not have a 1:1 correspondence: the hiring process runs
just once for a position, whereas the evaluation process runs for each candidate who
shows up for the job. Possibly, many instances of this process run in parallel depend-
ing on the number of available evaluators. A coordination problem now rises because,
as soon as one of the candidates fills the position, all the evaluations still in progress
must be stopped. The Evaluate Candidate processes, thus, although processing different
candidate applications, are all synchronized on the status of the position. Such a syn-
chronization can only be guaranteed by introducing a data storage (Figure 2), external
to the processes and accessible to all of them.



We see in the solution proposed by Silver some critical issues. A first problem is
that the goal fill position is achieved by the Hiring Process, but this process is cleared
off any meaningful activity. The process, in fact, just opens a position in the beginning,
and then awaits for an event either to assign the position or to abandon it. The hiring
agent loses the control on the candidates’ evaluation. When a candidate is accepted by
an evaluator, the hiring agent does not know how the evaluation process has been car-
ried out. On the other hand, in case the three-month timeout expires, the hiring agent
cannot know whether all the candidates were rejected, or no candidate at all showed up.
Looking at the Evaluate Candidate process, instead, one knows how an evaluator man-
ages a candidate, but cannot contextualize the process: the evaluator does not know how
many positions are open, nor she knows there is a time limit. The (sub)goal evaluate
candidate is functional to the achievement of the original business goal fill position, but
the relationship between these two goals (and processes) is hidden in the synchronized
access to the data store. Data are used as a sort of synchronization signals, but then the
semantics associated with data falls outside the model. Arguably, the engineer adds an
annotation to the model through which she explains data semantics, but then the correct
development of the processes relies on the skills of the careful developer.

Our goal, on the contrary, is to maintain the dependencies between the Hiring and
the Evaluate Candidate processes in an explicit, formal way that allows one to develop
them so as to be compliant with the coordination designed by the engineer. We believe
that the notions of responsibility and accountability serve this purpose in an intuitive,
yet effective way, and in the rest of the paper we discuss how to achieve this result.

3 Distributing Goals via Accountability and Responsibility

In order to support the achievement of distributed goals, we resort to the notions of
accountability and responsibility. Specifically, we take as a starting point the ReMMo
conceptual model proposed by Feltus [11], which is, to the best of our knowledge, the
first proposal that relates responsibility and accountability in a computational model.
ReMMo, in fact, defines responsibility as “a charge assigned to a unique actor to signify
its accountabilities concerning a unique business task.” Responsibility is therefore seen
as a charge assigned to an agent, which is always linked at least to one accountability.

Accountability, on the other hand, has distinctive traits which do not allow making
it a special kind of responsibility. It involves two agents, the one who gives the account
(a-giver) and the one who takes the account (a-taker). The a-taker can only be some-
one who has some kind of authority on the account giver [7]. The origin of such an
authority may be various; for instance, it may be due to a principal-agent relationship,
or to a delegation. Moreover, accountability is defined into a context (or condition), and
concerns either to-do or to-achieve a specific goal (or task). Accountability may also
involve a sanction, as a social consequence of the account giver’s achievement or non-
achievement of what expected, and of its providing or not providing an account. So,
for instance, both a doctor and a nurse will be responsible – in different ways – for a
treatment task to be given to a patient. The different ways in which they are responsible
depend on the many accountabilities they will have concerning this task (e.g., towards
the head physician, towards the administration, towards the patient, the nurse towards



the doctor, ...). The nurse will be accountable to do (herself) certain procedures, the
doctor to achieve (relying on others) certain results.

The ReMMo model is surely a valuable contribution, but it fails in providing a
proper characterization of accountability. The notion of expectation, for instance, is
just informally assumed but it is not explicitly captured within the model. Moreover,
we deem that an agent can be held accountable for a given goal only when it has the
control over the goal. Control can be defined as the the ability, possibly distributed
among agents, of bringing about events [12]. In fact, without control, the agent does not
have an impact on the situation. It will be ineffectual. Again, the notion of control is not
part of the ReMMo model. Discussing how the ReMMo model could be enhanced with
a more precise characterization of accountability is out the scope of this paper, a first
attempt is discussed in [3]. In the rest of the paper, we assume that each accountability
relationship brings over the two features of legitimate expectation and control.

We now illustrate in abstract terms how a business model can be complemented
with accountabilities. Let us suppose that a modeler has devised a set of independent
business processes that, working in a choreography, achieve a given business goal. As
discussed above, the goal is clearly in the mind of the modeler, but since it has been dis-
tributed over a number of processes, in the resulting BPMN model, BP , the business
goal remains substantially implicit. To make the goal explicit, first, we consider each
process assigned to a role x in BP as an objective ob, whose achievement contributes to
the achievement of the business goal, and, second, we say that role x is responsible for
that specific objective, denoted by R(x, ob). In other terms, we can think of an objec-
tive as a high-level task that abstracts from execution details. The set of responsibilities
make explicit what high-level tasks are needed to achieve a business goal, and which
role is in charge for each task. However, the responsibilities do not model how an ob-
jective is related to another objective, that is, how it is functional to, and coordinated
with, other objectives.

To this end, we follow the same idea of grounding responsibilities on accountabil-
ities, followed also in [11], and characterize each R(x, ob) with a set of accountabil-
ity relationships of form A(x, y, p, q): role y, the a-taker, is entitled to ask role x, the
account-giver, for a proof about the (non-)realization of condition q, when condition p
is realized. In his case, x must provide the account, that is, x will produce a sequence
of events that prove the satisfaction of the expectations y has on x. Events in the proof
amount to the execution of a (sub)process meeting condition q. Generally speaking, the
two conditions p and q need not to be causally nor temporally related, i.e. q can be
brought about even if p does not hold yet. Condition p just circumscribes the context
under which x is held to account for q. When modeling the coordination of distributed
business processes, however, the intuition is that q should be actually achieved after p.

More precisely, x and y are roles in BP , whereas p and q can be thought of as events
representing portions of the BP process relevant for expressing the accountability rela-
tion. Intuitively, events in p and q corresponds to the sending/reception of messages, the
throwing/catching of signals, and the execution of activities as indicated in BP . (At the
time being, the language for expressing the antecedent and consequent conditions is not
relevant in this abstract presentation, a specific formalism is introduced for a concrete
scenario in the next section, where we show how the coordination between antecedent



and consequent conditions can be obtained.) However, not all the events in q may be
under the direct control of x. On the other hand, we demand that the consequent con-
dition be under the control of the a-giver. This requires an indirect form of control that
is achieved only when all the accountability relationships associated with every role in
BP are closed.

Definition 1. Let BP be a business process achieving a given business goal, and letA
be the set of all the accountability relationships A(x, y, p, q) for each pair of roles x and
y in BP . We say that A is closed if for each accountability relationship A(x, y, p, q) ∈
A, every event e occurring in q is such that either x can bring about e directly, or there
exists in A another accountability relationship A(z, x, p′, q′) such that e holds when q′

holds (i.e., q′ |= e), and x has direct control over p′.

Control over condition q is therefore exerted by agent x in two ways. For direct
control we mean that x can bring about every event in q directly via its own behaviors.
For indirect control we mean that x can bring about some of the events in q by relying on
the collaboration of other agents, that are subjected to x via accountability relationships
through which x can pressure them, having the control of the antecedent condition, to
pull their weight on achieving the condition q.

4 Responsibility and Accountability in the One-to-Many Pattern

In this section we exemplify in the hiring process scenario how our accountability
framework is used to model the one-to-many pattern. In the hiring process scenario,
it is quite natural to individuate three roles: the hirer, the evaluator, and the candidate.
For each available position, then, there will be just one actor hi playing the hirer role,
whereas many evaluators and candidates will be admissible. To simplify the exposition,
we will assume that a candidate i will be evaluated by a specific evaluator evi; this
does not exclude, however, that the same agent be an evaluator for different candidates.
Namely, evi and i are role instances of roles evaluator and candidate, respectively. To
each role we ascribe part of the responsibility of achieving the business goal, namely
with R(hi, fill position) we denote that the hirer is in charge of fulfilling the objective
fill position, whereas R(evi, evaluate candidate) denotes that evaluator evi is in charge
of the evaluation of a single candidate, finally, with R(i, follow-through application)
we specify that every candidate has the objective to complete its application process.

Each responsibility is, then, characterized by a set of accountabilities describing
how a role player can meet that responsibility. The set of accountabilities for the hir-
ing process is showed in Figure 3, where antecedent and consequent conditions are
expressed in precedence logic. 1 It is interesting to study first the accountabilities that

1 Precedence logic is an event-based linear temporal logic introduced in [16] and in [17, Chapter
14] for Web service composition. The interpretation of such a logic deals with occurrences of
events along runs (i.e., sequence of instanced events). Under this respect, event occurrences are
assumed as nonrepeating and persistent: once an event has occurred, it has occurred forever.
The precedence logic has three primary operators: ‘∨’ (choice), ‘∧’ (concurrence), and ‘·’
(before). The before operator allows one to constrain the order with which two events must
occur, e.g., a · b means that a must occur before b, but the two events do not need to occur
immediately after one another.



a1 : A(evi, hi, post-jobhi · applyi, post-jobhi · applyi · evaluate-candidateevi)
evaluate-candidateevi ≡ position-filledhi ·msg-position-closedevi

∨

check-positionevi
·msg-position-closedevi

∨

(check-positionevi
· screen-interviewevi ·

(msg-rejection-noticeevi ∨make-offerevi ·

(response-yesi · acceptedevi
∨ response-noi · offer-rejectedevi

)))

a2 : A(evi, i, post-jobhi · applyi, post-jobhi · applyi · inform-outcomeevi)
inform-outcomeevi ≡ msg-position-closedevi

∨msg-rejection-noticeevi ∨make-offerevi .

a3 : A(hi, evi, acceptevj , acceptevj · position-filledhi), where evi 6= evj .

a4 : A(i, evi,make-offerevi ,make-offerevi · (response-yesi ∨ response-noi))

a5 : A(hi, boss, open-positionboss, open-positionboss · post-jobhi)

a6 : A(hi, boss, post-jobhi · (acceptedevi
∨ timeout 3monthshi), hiringhi)

hiringhi ≡ post-jobhi · (acceptedevi
· position-filledhi

∨ timeout 3monthshi · position-abandonedhi)

Fig. 3. The set of accountabilities relationships for the Hiring Process scenario.

each evaluator evi assumes having part of the responsibilities over the goal. These ac-
countabilities derive directly from the Evaluate Candidate process in Figure 2, which
describes the procedure an evaluator is expected to follow. Roughly speaking, the hirer
expects that the evaluator be compliant with the evaluation process (e.g., always per-
form Screen and Interview before a Make Offer). Moreover, the evaluator should inter-
rupt the evaluation as soon as the position is assigned. On the other hand, a candidate
submitting an application expects from an evaluator to be answered, either with a noti-
fication of rejection, or with a message of position filled, or possibly with an offer. All
these considerations bring us to characterize R(evi, evaluate candidate) with the ac-
countability relationships a1 and a2. Each event occurring in the expressions is adorned,
as subscript, with the role that brings it about. Intuitively, accountability a1 means that
evaluator evi is accountable towards hirer hi for evaluating a candidate i, but only in the
context where hirer has posted a position (post-jobhi) and candidate i has applied for
the position (applyi), to guarantee this strict ordering, the sequence post-jobhi · applyi

appears both as the antecedent condition and as a prefix of the consequent condition,
preceding the candidate evaluation. The same pattern is used throughout the subsequent
relationships. The evaluation is encoded as the sequence of events that may occur during
an evaluation according to the Evaluate Candidate process in Figure 2.

Accountability a2 represents the expectation candidate i has on evi: in the context
in which a job is posted and candidate i has applied for it, evi is expected to inform i
with the outcome of the evaluation process, this can either be, a message with content
“position closed”, a rejection notification, or an offer for the job.



It is important to observe that, to be properly grounded, the accountability relation-
ships must be such to guarantee the a-giver has the control (possibly indirect) over the
consequent condition. Under this respect, a1 is not properly founded since there are
events in expression evaluate-candidateevi that are not generated by evi. First of all,
event position-filledhi occurs when the hirer has assigned the position, in this case the
evaluation process carried on by evi has to terminate by informing the candidate that the
position is no longer available (msg-position-closedevi

). To grant evi control over this
event, thus, R(hi, fill position) must be characterized by accountability a3, which states
that hi is accountable towards every evaluator evi still processing a candidate that, as
soon as the position gets filled due to the acceptance event coming from an evaluator
evj , hi will notify this change (position-filledhi). In other words, notifying that the po-
sition has been assigned is part of the responsibilities of the hirer role. Note that, even
if evi and evj are distinct, they are role instances of the same role evaluator, and hence
a3 satisfies the definition of indirect control in Definition 1.

More critically, also the events response-yesi and response-noi are not under the
control of evi. In case of an offer made to candidate i, evi awaits an answer, either
response-yesi or response-noi, from i. However, the candidate could never answer, and
if this happened, the error would be ascribed to the evaluator for not having completed
its process, rather than to the candidate for not having answered. Noticeably, this is
exactly the scenario modeled in the BPMN processes in Figure 2. In fact, the BPMN
model does not specify the internal process of the candidate, thus there is no guarantee
that the candidate will ever answer to the evaluator’s offer. The lack of proper abstrac-
tions for explicitly modeling interactions at the goal level, rather than just at the data
level via message exchanges, makes the overall system fragile to unexpected conditions.
We properly handle this issue thanks to the notions of expectation and control charac-
terizing the accountability relationships. Since every accountability must be properly
grounded over control, the engineer makes a1 closed by associating accountability a4
to R(i, follow-through application). a4 means that candidate i is accountable towards
evi for answering either response-yesi or response-noi in case it receives an offer from
evi. This correctly captures the expectation of evi to receive an answer, and enables evi
to control (even indirectly) all the events in the consequent condition of a1.

Since a business goal, put in a context, is usually functional to other goals, it is rea-
sonable to characterize the responsibility of the hirer with the accountability it has to-
wards its boss. Accountability a5 means that hi is accountable towards boss for posting
a job vacancy when boss open a position for that job, this triggers the whole hiring pro-
cess. Accountability a6 models the fact that hi is accountable for managing the hiring
process until either the assignment of the position to a candidate or to the abandoned. In
particular, timeout 3monthshi means position-filledhi, that is, the complementary event
of position-filledhi representing the fact that, after a three-month period, the position is
no longer assignable. Thus, when a candidate is accepted (acceptedevi

), hi is expected
to assign the position to that candidate position-filledhi. Otherwise, in case the three-
month period expires without the occurrence of an acceptance (timeout 3monthshi), hi
is expected to abandon the position (position-abandonedhi). Here boss can be thought
of as an abstraction of the rest of the organization to which hirer and evaluator belong.
This allows us to express the relations the hiring process has with other processes within



the same organization. In fact, the hirer is not necessarily the same agent who opens a
position, since the opening of a position might depend on decisions taken at the top level
of an organization. The hirer, instead, is the agent who has the responsibility of manag-
ing the hiring process. The result achieved by this process will reasonably become the
input for a downstream process.
Accountabilities framework in action. It is worth noting that our proposal is not only
useful at the modeling stage (e.g., to recognize flaws in the interaction among business
processes), but it also provides runtime support for handling exceptions. In fact, via
the accountability relationships it is possible to isolate the actors responsible for unex-
pected executions. Let us assume, for instance, that after a reasonable amount of time,
candidate i complains that it has not received a response about its application, yet the
position results assigned to a different candidate. The isolation of the actor(s) that mis-
behaved would in general require the examination of the processes’ logs to reconstruct
the actual sequence of events that has led to the missing notification. Our accountability
framework, instead, does this in a more direct and effective way. If i has not received an
answer, then evi has not satisfied a2, that is, evi has not sent none of the three possible
messages. Thus evi is surely to blame for its misbehavior. Our framework allows for
a more in-depth analysis, if we detect that also a3 has not been satisfied, then hi, too,
is responsible for the unexpected behavior since event position-filledhi is necessary for
evi in order to send msg-position-closedevi

(see a1). In a different scenario where hi
fails in satisfying a3 and evi behaves correctly, evi will carry out the evaluation and will
issue to i either an offer or a rejection notice. This anomalous behavior is detectable and
explainable by simply observing rejection notices or offers instead of “position closed”
messages after that the position has been assigned.

5 Implementing Accountabilities

So far we have discussed how the notions of accountability and responsibility can be
used at design time to model a one-to-many pattern of interaction among independent
processes. In particular, we have shown how, taking into account the expectation and
control facets of accountability, the engineer can verify, at design time, whether the
interaction among the processes is well founded. To be an effective instrument in the
hands of the engineer, however, responsibility and accountability should also be means
for implementing process coordination in a way which is compliant with the model.
Interestingly, accountabilities (as we proposed them) can be mapped, under certain
conditions, into commitment-based protocols, and hence any platform supporting them
(see for instance JaCaMo+ [2]), is a good candidate for implementing the coordination
among the business processes.

Roughly speaking, a commitment-based protocol P is a set of social commitments
[15] that agents can manipulate via a predefined set of operations. Formally, a commit-
ment is denoted as C(x, y, p, q), meaning that agent x, the debtor, is committed towards
y, the creditor, to bring about the consequent condition q in case the antecedent condi-
tion p is satisfied. A commitment thus formalizes a promise, or a contract, between the
two agents. It creates a legitimate expectation in y that q will be brought about when-
ever p holds. This aspect is therefore very similar to what an accountability relationship



A(x, y, p, q) creates. Intuitively, thus, for each accountability relationship an analogous
commitment can be defined. However, the mapping is not always so trivial. As noticed
in [6], commitments are just a way to express accountability relations, others are, for
instance, authorizations and prohibitions. Therefore, in general, not every accountabil-
ity relationship can be mapped into a commitment. In this paper, however, we have
characterized accountability in terms of expectation and control, meaning that the a-
giver is expected to do, or to achieve, a given condition. This specific characterization
of accountability is indeed mappable into commitments since a commitment, implicitly,
suggests that the debtor will behave so as to achieve the consequent condition. In order
to use properly commitments for representing accountability relationships, we have,
however, to pay special care on how these commitments are created and defined.

First of all, a commitment can only be created by its debtor. This in general enables
flexible executions w.r.t. obligations since agents can decide what commitments create
depending on contextual conditions. However, this flexibility may create some problems
because responsibilities and accountabilities are not necessarily taken on voluntarily by
an agent, but may be part of a role definition in an organization. In our hiring scenario,
for instance, an agent playing the evaluator role is expected to satisfy its accountabilities
related to the objective evaluate candidate, it is not a matter of the evaluator’s initiative.
To cope with this problem, we impose that an agent willing to play a given role r in
P accepts, explicitly, all the commitments Cr in P that mention r as debtor. In [4] we
present the ADOPT protocol as a means for an agent and an organization to create an
accountable agreement upon the powers and commitments that the agent will take as a
player of a specific role in the organization. A second feature of commitments is that,
similarly to accountability relationships, there is no causal nor temporal dependency
between the antecedent condition p and the consequent one q: q can be satisfied even
before condition p.

Finally, and more importantly, in a commitment the antecedent and consequent con-
ditions are not necessarily under the control of the creditor and debtor agents, respec-
tively. In other words, agent x can create the commitment C(x, y, p, q) even though it
has no control over q. This feature is again justified by the sake of flexibility, but this
freedom endangers the realization of sound accountabilities. As argued above, in fact,
our accountability relationships demand that the a-giver has control, possibly indirect,
over the consequent condition. This means that also the corresponding commitments
must retain the same property. Noticeably, it can be proved that when a set commit-
ments implement a set of closed accountability relationships, all the commitments are
safe as defined in [12]: “a commitment is safe for its debtor if either the debtor controls
the negation of the antecedent or whenever the antecedent holds, the debtor controls
the residuation of the consequent.” In other words, the safeness of the commitments is
obtained as a side effect of the closeness of the accountability relationships.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

Goals are the final purposes that justify every activity in business processes. Surpris-
ingly enough, however, goals are not modeled explicitly in the standard modeling lan-
guages for business applications (e.g., BPMN). Especially in cross-organizational set-



tings, the lack of an explicit representation of the business goal raises many prob-
lems, including documentation, design checking, and compliance of the implementa-
tion. Cross organizational business processes are often modeled via choreographies
which define “the sequence and conditions under which multiple cooperating, inde-
pendent agents exchange messages in order to perform a task to achieve a goal” [18].
Choreographies are therefore a means for reaching goals in a distributed way, but the
goal is in the mind of the modeler, whereas the model itself boils down to an exchange
of messages that may be not sufficiently informative. As discussed in [9], the intercon-
nection model style of BPMN hampers the modularity and reuse of the processes, and
creates situations where the interaction is easily ill-modeled. Decker et al. propose a
novel modeling style for choreographies: the interaction model, and introduce iBPMN
as an extension to BPMN. In iBPMN a choreography becomes a first-class component
as it lays outside the business processes. Specific language elements allow the modeler
to express how the interaction progresses through a workflow, where elementary activi-
ties include the (atomic) send-receive of messages, and decision and split gates. iBPMN
allows the modeler to define ordering constraints between the interaction activities, and
it is certainly a more powerful tool for expressing choreographies than standard BPMN,
however, the goal of the interaction is still in the mind of the modeler and it is not made
explicit.

In this paper we have shown how the notions of responsibility and accountability
provide the engineer with explicit modeling tools, through which it becomes possible
to distribute a business goal among different processes, yet maintaining precise depen-
dencies among them via accountability relationships. For the sake of exposition, we
have presented our approach through an example of the one-to-many coordination pat-
tern. However, our proposal is applicable for cross-organization integration in the broad
sense. An explicit representation of accountability relationships has several advantages.
First of all, it makes the assessment of the correctness of an interaction model possi-
ble. As shown in the simple hiring scenario, for instance, we have singled out a flaw
in the BPMN model proposed by Silver, thanks to the formal characterization of con-
trol associated with an accountability relationships. Moreover, our proposal paves the
way to compatibility and conformance checks. Intuitively, compatibility centers around
whether a set of process models can interact successfully. Conformance, on the other
hand, focuses on whether a process model is a valid refinement or implementation of a
given specification [9]. We have also pointed out that our accountability relationships
are not just an abstract modeling tool, but find a proper implementation in commitment-
based protocols. The obvious advantage, thus, is to translate the interaction model into
a compliant implementation.
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